October 02, 2013

PAOUL SHOES ON STAGE OF ROMEO AND JULIET.
The shoes of the italian brand will be worn by the dancers.

This evening, October 2, the blockbuster "Romeo and Juliet" starts at Verona. Starring David Merlini,
X Factor finalist and Giulia Luzi, the voice of many Walt Disney characters. The show will count the
participation of PAOUL footwear, with THEATRE Collection.

3 variants of Article 1040, produced ad hoc fot the show, changing heel and shape, color, adding buffalo
sole, half seedling ribbed rubber and elastic instep. The characteristics of the product are designed to
allow performers moving on stage in complete safety, comfort and to guarantee a result of artistic
excellence.

45 artists on stage, more than 30 dancers and acrobats who will be wearing over 200 costumes designed
by Frédéric Olivier, 55 people including 35 production only of technical team to handle the colossal
staging of approximately 550 square meters of the stage and backstage and technical areas .
A team of international artistic and technical production for the new license plate that Zard - after
bringing in Italian, in addition to the greatest artists in the world, shows great success as Notre Dame de
Paris by Riccardo Cocciante, Saltimbanco and Alegria Cirque du Soleil and have produced Tosca
Desperate Love by Lucio Dalla and Dracula PFM - back to invest in our country bringing the musical's
most anticipated in recent years. - See more at: http://www.hotelturismo.it/en/romeo-and-juliet-love-anhchange-the-world.php#sthash.Y7smzk75.dpuf
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45 artists on stage, more than 30 dancers and acrobats who will be wearing over 200 costumes designed
by Frédéric Olivier, 55 people including 35 production only of technical team to handle the colossal
staging of approximately 550 square meters of the stage and backstage and technical areas.
A team of international artistic and technical production for the new license plate that Zard - after
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Desperate Love by Lucio Dalla and Dracula PFM - back to invest in our country bringing the musical's
most anticipated in recent years.

"Romeo and Juliet. Love and change the world ", with its music and its magical atmosphere, enchant the
audience writing a new page of musical theater in Italy and reviving, in a never seen dressing, the love
story par excellence.
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